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RELEASE DATE
31ST OCTOBER 2011

Label: World Village
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: 450020
Barcode: 3149026007024
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Europe / Portugal / Fado

UK TOUR DATES NOVEMBER 2011:
Weds 2nd - Kings Place, London
Sat 5th - Musicport Festival, Bridlington
Sat 12th - Hawth Theatre, Crawley 
Fri 18th - Arts Centre, Colchester
Sat 19th - Corn Hall, Diss, Norfolk
Fri 25th - Folk House, Bristol

Silêncio

Claudia Aurora

With a following to rival flamenco, the haunting melodies of Portuguese fado have always held listeners spellbound;
Claudia Aurora is its powerful new voice. The singer-songwriter’s debut album, “Silêncio”, is the first collection of original
fado songs to be recorded in the UK since the great Portuguese Fado diva Amália Rodrigues recorded at Abbey Road
Studios in 1952. 
Claudia Aurora is a fadista (fado singer) and songwriter from Oporto, Portugal. She is based in Bristol, UK since 2003
and has built a reputation as a stunning live performer. Claudia has sung fado at numerous venues in the UK, including
the prestigious Queen Elizabeth Hall (Southbank Centre), Momo and Heaven, in London, Royal Theatre in Norwich, and
St George’s in Bristol. Since 2006 she has frequently organised successful fado events, adding live Portuguese poetry to
create complete cultural celebrations. In 2008 she began writing her own lyrics and composing her own original songs
with guitarist Javier Moreno. The great success achieved by her songs and the public’s amazing response to them
inspired and motivated her to record “Silêncio”. The album is a showcase of both her powerful voice and her unique
original songs, songs that deal with the traditional fado themes of life, destiny, longing and despair. 
“Silêncio” will be launched at Kings Place (Hall One), in London, on 2nd November, as part of LIFEM: London
International Festival of Exploratory Music, followed by a UK tour. 

“Drenched in emotion and drama” (Lucy Duran, BBC Radio 3)

“Boy, she has a voice, as elementally strong as the tides of which she sings, and as imbued with ability to induce calm
and awe.” (Venue Magazine)

“Porto-born singer/songwriter Claudia Aurora enraptures with the spine-tingling emotion of her powerful, mournful fado
torch songs. Her extraordinary voice, drenched in a sadness that courses through the audience, gives the soaring sound
of Portugal unique dramatic expression.” (St.George’s, Bristol)



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: adama
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: AD20523
Barcode: 7290013088444
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Europe / Israel / Ladino

Sentir LIMITED EDITION

Yasmin Levy

A 2CD deluxe edition of the Sentir album. CD1 includes the original album as released on World Village, CD2 features 5
previously unreleased tracks and a short documentary on "the making of Sentir" (CD-ROM, Mac & PC) and sheet music
PDF.

El Canto de la Sirena [Bonus Track] 4'03
Como el Paxado [Bonus Track] 1'44
El Amor Contigo (Acoustiic) [Bonus Track] 3'09
Algo de ti [Bonus Track] 3'28
Me Voy [Bonus Track] 3'51
El Amor Contigo / Me Voy / Ven Kerida, ven Amada / La Serena (CD-Rom) 

In Yasmin Levy's music there is an undeniable tension between the purity of Ladino (the Judeo-Spanish music of Spain)
and the fiery heart of flamenco. As she explained to David Honigmann of the FINANCIAL TIMES, "There's a very
traditional way of singing Ladino. I learnt it listening to women singing and it's beautiful, but I missed the passion.
Flamenco is nothing but passion." She first successfully explored the fusion of these two in her second album La Juderia,
but then with her third album, Mano Suave (World Village), returned to deeply and powerfully rediscover her Ladino
roots. For her brand new (and fourth) album Sentir (World Village), she has finally found a vision that integrates these
various musical directions effortlessly. With Sentir, Levy's music truly becomes 'of the world.' Produced by the acclaimed
Javier Limón (who has worked previously with the likes of Portuguese fado star Mariza), the album's program draws
songs not only from Ladino ("Mi Korason, "Londje de Mi") and flamenco (Javier Limón's "Nos Llego El Final") traditions,
but also contemporary songwriters including Leonard Cohen (in a remarkable and fresh version of "Hallelujah"). An
important factor in Levy's life and musical direction has been the legacy of her father Yitzhak Levy, who died when
Yasmin was only one year old. "Una Pastora" allows Levy, by the miracle of modern technology, to duet with her father.
As she says, "This is one of the most beautiful songs my father ever recorded. His singing is something holy for me and I
was afraid to touch it... until I realized that it was my own fears I needed to overcome."

"HIGHLY CATCHY BUT DEEPLY PASSIONATE."
The Observer



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: World Village
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: 479057
Barcode: 3149026006829
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Europe / France

Francois Castiello - accordion, vocals
Dan Gharibian - guitar, vocals
Bruno Girard - violin, vocals
Pierre Jacquet - bass
Nano Paylet - clarinet, vocals

Urban Bratsch

Bratsch

A long standing French Gypsy/klezmer/Balkan/rock combo, formed in 1975 by guitarist Dan Gharibian and violinist Bruno
Girard. Apart from three albums on the Network label the band’s work has not been widely available in the UK, but they
have played here on occasion and have built a loyal following. Their all-star guest extravaganza Plein du Monde was
re-released on World Village in May, and now comes a brand new album, Urban Bratsch, the band's discourse on cities
and song, and the interaction therein. Paris, London, Naples, New York, Berlin, all these and other sources of inspiration.

also available:
479056 Plein du Monde



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: World Village
File Under: Other Genres
Catalogue No: 498048
Barcode: 8427592001383
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Europe / Spain

Chema Vilchez - flamenco guitar, guitar,
mandolin
Jeff Ballard - drums
Dominique Di Piazza - bass
Alex Acuna - cajon
Tino Di Geraldo - percussion
Curro Pinana - vocals
Damian Erskine - bass
Miguel A. Orengo - percussion
Gyan Singh - tabla

Tierra de las 3 Culturas

Chema Vilmez

The new recording project of guitarist and composer Chema Vilchez is a fusion of different musical styles and languages
such as jazz, flamenco and world music. In it, contemporary jazz harmonies embrace the particular sounds of flamenco
guitar and oriental percussions. This album is a musical reflection on an extraordinary period during which Christians,
Jews and Muslims built a place of peace and coexistence unique in history, and calls for deepening the concepts of
tolerance and mlulticulturalism.



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: MorgenLand
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: ML7006
Barcode: 4250317457066
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Europe / Macedonia / Balkan

Romeo Scaccia – piano
Kocani Orkestar: Demir Shakirov (vocals) –
Djeladin Demirov (clarinet) – Turan Gaberov &
Nebi Kanturski (trumpet) – Redzai Durmisev,
Nijazi Alimov & Shukri Zejnelov (baritone tuba)
– Suad Asanov (bass tuba) – Vinko Stefanov
(accordion) – Enis Alimanovski (tapan,
percussion) – Durak Demirov (saxophones)

Romeo Scaccia Meets Kocani Orkestar

Kocani Orkestar / Romeo Scaccia

This album is a live recording of a meeting in Cagliari in May 2010 between Macedonia's funkiest brass orchestra and a
highly-trained  young pianist/composer, a native of Cagliari, Romeo Scaccia. The repertoire is shared between Scaccia
and the Kocanis, and the stunning versatility of both orchestra and pianist in interpreting each others material is plain. A
unique and very enjoyable twist to the Balkan brass format.  

The meeting of pianist Romeo Scaccia with the Kocani Orkestar is one of the most unusual and exciting moments in the
contemporary music scene. This is thanks to the remarkable accessibility of both Scaccia and Kocani, who are able to
meet and fuse musically without compromising their true origins, which are essential to the final result. Kocani, renowned
for their wind section, bring out the true Balkan spirit; quite appropriately so, in fact, since Kocani, the small town from
which the band has borrowed its name, is located in Macedonia close to the Bulgarian frontier. These origins permit the
eleven amazing virtuoso brass players to take the lead full blast and combine with the crystalline classical musicality of
Italian pianist Romeo Scaccia. Having followed a very different route to that of the Macedonians – studying at a
conservatory, namely – Scaccia is nevertheless able to absorb elements of jazz, tango, and the best of pop and to
integrate these with the ethnic tradition of Kocani Orkestar with an extraordinary naturalness. Kocani and Scaccia appear
to be exploring new, previously unheard musical territory. It’s as if in this music, created with their breath and fingers,
they were bringing form and light to something that had never existed before. A process that here emerges in all its
splendor and brilliance, giving us sounds, colors, and songs unlike anything we’ve ever listened to before.
Antonio Gaudino (from the sleeve notes)



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: Jaro
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: JARO4305-2
Barcode: 4006180430527
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Europe / Poland

Sonnet

Aldona

The inhabitants of that sought-after address marked 'Company of unique original female singer-songwriters' have
shuffled along to make space for a new house-mate. The France-based Poland-born Aldona Nowowiejska, for it is she
(and she calls herself Aldona), is the owner of captivating and gymnastic vocal tones with which she dazzles and
beguiles us in her own personal take on tradi-modern Polish folk. With her band excelling on guitar, banjo, mandolin,
guembri, bass clarinet, soprano sax, all manner of stuff, this is an album the rewards repeated listens.

Three self-released albums and a stack of gigs brought Aldona to the attention of the German label Jaro Medien, and
Sonnet is the result (as in Shakespeare, who co-wrote the song of that name), kind of Bjork fronting the Warsaw Village
Band in feel, or if Lila Downs had been born in Warsaw... Festivals in Europe this summer tagged her their “big surprise”
and “discovery” and it is easy to see why, for Aldona is remarkable. 

Airplay on World on 3, BBC Radio 3 (Lopa Kothari)



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: 2742077
Barcode: 3149024207723
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Europe / Italy

Vitamia

Gianmaria Testa

The Italian singer-songwriter is a major star in continental Europe, with sales of his most successful album Il valzer di un
giorno reaching 80,000. Sadly Testa's incessant touring schedule has still not brought him to the UK, but at least we have
his latest (his eighth overall) album to savour. The booklet has lyrics in English, Italian and French.
 
Gianmaria Testa was born near Cuneo (in Italy’s Piedmont region) in 1958. He grew up in a family of farmers and he
learned as self -taught to play guitar, writing his first songs as soon as he learned his chords. Gianmaria played and sang
in several local rock bands before discovering his true, solitary vocation. In 1993 and 1994 he won first prize at the
Recanati Festival for emerging singer-songwriters, where he met a French producer (Nicole Courtois) who took a liking to
his demo tape. His first CD, Montgolfières, came out on Label Bleu in 1995. Gianmaria’s warm, dusky voice tells stories
of wind and memories, earth and fog, objects that soar from one horizon to another and ladies in train stations (“Donne
nelle stazioni”) who head off on someone else’s arm without looking back. His music is personal and richly melodic,
flecked with accents of tango, bossa nova, habañera and jazz, but as spare and essential as a pencil sketch, imparting
great beauty with simplicity and directness.



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: 2741699
Barcode: 3149024169922
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Europe / France

Juliette ROUSSILLE - voice, percussion
Lilia RUOCCO - voice, percussion
Fouad ACHKIR - voice, percussion
Beatriz SALMERON - voice, percussion
Michael FERNANDEZ - percussion, guembri,
lyre, sampler
Sébastien DAVIS - stage director

Pangea

Chet Nuneta

Four voices in polyphony supported by percussion. Chet Nuneta is exploring the human voice through traditional singing
and musical creation. An unrecognized language, a soon to be extinct dialect, the history of a people, a popular poem
are starting points for immersion in a borderless continent. 
"With Chet Nuneta, we stand in a field where you cannot separate tradition from personal creation, memory and
imagination. The music of Chet Nuneta  is borderless : music of wanderings, which feeds on every emotion, every
discovery and desire to go further beyond. It carries rhythmical subtleties and eclectism in inspirations (komi, pygmy,
sephardic, chinese, arabic), lyric melancholy or joy of improvisation ; it is lifted by a jubilatory energy, a breath of vitality
and contagious delight. Chet Nuneta, in "Pangea" pays tribute to the peoples' memory. With words and sounds that know
no boundaries, these singers are treading musical paths to detect the few marks of this mythical continent which used to
unite them." Sami SADAK - Ethnomusicologist



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: 2741251/52
Barcode: 3149024125126
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Middle East / Syria

Aleppian Sufi Transe

Ensemble Al-Kindi / Sheikh Habboush

Julien Jalal Eddine Weiss, a master qanun palyer and founder of the Al-Kindi ensemble, explores the sublime repertoire
of the Sufi Qadiriya brotherhood. This unusual mingling of voice and strings adds voluptuous depth to the ecstatic
chanting of Sheikh Habboush.

This is a double digipack CD re-issue of the previous longbox edition, at a cheaper price.

"The Ensemble Al Kindi's recordings add up to a magnificent survey of Arab classical and devotional music, and this is
both the most austere and the most intense to date."
Daily Telegraph (March 2004)



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: Playasound
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: PS66422
Barcode: 3700089664229
Format: 1 CD
Africa / Burkina Faso

Limaniya

Bebey Prince Bissongo

Bebey Price Bissongo grew up to the sounds of the music of his native Burkina Faso, to which he now adds his own
influences, with touches of jazz, blues, rock and funk. He shows himself to be the worthy heir of his musician father,
‘L’Empereur Bissongo’, who was one of the most famous Burkinabé musicians of the 1970s and 80s.  

Bebey Prince made his first stage appearances in 1983: when he was only twelve years old, he took part in an important
tour, taking in most of the towns and cities of Mali and Burkina Faso. He came to fame with the Benda Band, the
legendary group that had such an influence on the younger generation in the late 1990s. 

During National Culture Week 98, the French Community of Belgium awarded him the prize as Best Musician. He went
on to further his practice of jazz guitar in Belgium, and subsequently recorded the album ‘Pogsongo’, with Belgian and
African jazz musicians, including Jean-Pierre Catoul, Fabrice Alleman, Laurent Blondiau, Boris Tchango and Alain
Nyamé. For the past few years – now living in Lyon, France, where he formed his present group – he has been working
to make Burkina Faso better known through its music. 

After playing several times at Lyon Opéra, he recorded his second album, ‘Limaniya’ (Tolerance), in concert with his
musicians at the Amphi’Opéra. Bebey Prince Bissongo’s music is an invitation to travel, and to share lively and magical
moments! 



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: Air Mail Music
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: SA141221
Barcode: 3700089412219
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Europe / Ireland / Folk

Irish Tap Dance

Various Artists

A tribute to traditional Irish dance music, and to Stepdance – the forerunner of tap dancing – which originated among
Irish peasants, who communicated with each other from one valley to another by striking their clogs on hollowed-out
treetrunks. This album brings together the finest artists of Irish producer Connoisseur Music.



RELEASE DATE
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Label: Air Mail Music
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: SA141222
Barcode: 3700089412226
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Europe / Romania

Byzantine Chant

Preludiu

The repertoire of the Preludiu Chamber Choir of Romania comprises over three hundred works performed in their original
language. The ensemble, formed in 1972, was originally composed of students selected from among those of Bucharest
University and Conservatory, conducted by Voicu Enachescu. Since then Preludiu has turned professional and has been
under the aegis of the Romanian Ministry of Culture since 1990. For decades the choir has been a reference for lovers
not only of traditional Romanian music, but also of religious music and that of the Renaissance, Classical, and Romantic
periods. In 1996, Marcel Corneloup, president of the choral movement ‘À Cœur Joie International’, said, after a concert
given by Preludiu: ‘Hearing you, hearing the voices of Preludiu, I believe in the existence of perfection.’



RELEASE DATE
24TH OCTOBER 2011

Label: Camoci
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: CAMOCI002
Barcode: 5065001236013
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Personnel:-
Arun Ghosh - clarinet
Shabaka Hutchings - bass clarinet
Idris Rahman - tenor saxophone, clarinet (tk 10)
Liran Donin - double bass, electric bass 
Pat Illingworth - drums

Track list:- 1. Caliban's Revenge /  2. Unravel / 
3. Yerma /  4. Lal Qil'ah (The Red Fort) /  5.
Headrush /  6. Intifada /  7. Eros /  8. Damascus
/  9. Icarus / 10. Nocturne (Chandra Dhun)

Primal Odyssey

Arun Ghosh

Primal Odyssey is the highly anticipated 2nd album from one of the UK's most unique and hard-working talents, Arun
Ghosh. Produced by Arun Ghosh & Tony Platt, and recorded at Vale Studios in Worcestershire, inspirations and
influences for Primal Odyssey range from Greek mythology, Bengali baul music, Don Cherry, Charles Mingus, Ornette
Coleman, the late Pete Postlethwaite and The Bible.

Primal Odyssey is a narrative-driven album representing the culmination of the many musical journeys that Ghosh has
undertaken throughout his career as a performer, composer, music educator and recording artist. Harnessing the power
of the live sound, Primal Odyssey marks a back-to-basics approach to recording. Five musicians in a room, playing
together, interacting – a classic jazz set up – beautifully capturing the sound of the room, the blend of the horns; giving
the quieter, contemplative moments a heightened intimacy and vulnerability whilst magnifying the explosive drive of the
rhythm section.

Primal Odyssey is the sound of Arun Ghosh’s Horn E Bass Quintet, featuring Idris Rahman, Shabaka Hutchings, Liran
Donin and Pat Illingworth, who made their debut appearance in 2010 at London Pizza Express Jazz Club in Soho.
Described by The Daily Telegraph as “…an evening of music-making, at once no-nonsense, thrilling and beautiful”, this
was the catalyst for a radical re-working of Ghosh’s unique Indo-Jazz style, as was premiered on his debut album
Northern Namaste.

ARUN GHOSH is the FRONT COVER artist of the current (September) issue of JAZZWISE magazine

On Tour Autumn 2011:-
8th Oct     Old Town Hall, Gateshead
23rd Oct   Rich Mix, London
27th Oct   Band on the Wall, Manchester
28th Oct   Passing Clouds, London
29th Oct   MAC, Birmingham
4th Nov    Assembly Rooms, Ludlow
9th Nov    North Devon Theatre, Barnstaple
11th Nov  RFH Clore Ballroom, London (LJF)
16th Nov  Greenwich Maritime Museum, London (LJF)
17th Nov  Rays Jazz @ Foyles, London (LJF)
30th Nov  Rich Mix, London



RELEASE DATE
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Label: YellowBird
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: YEB77202
Barcode: 767522772029
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

At Home in Anger
Which Could Also be Called Imperfect, Happily
Kip Hanrahan

A producer, a composer, a percussionist and facilitator, Kip Hanrahan has an uncanny ability to assemble remarkable
musicians and apply their talents in interesting ways. The results are often magical.

Kip Hanrahan started out as a percussionist, a fairly left-field occupation for an Irish-Jewish boy, even if he did grow up in
a Puerto Rican neighborhood of the Bronx, New York. After gaining a fellowship in sculpture at the Cooper Union Arts in
New York, Kip began collect several musical hats: those of producer, director, writer/arranger and conductor. However,
his most apt role would be one of facilitator, for Kip has the knack of being able to connect artists to his musical ideas.
Drawing on a myriad of influences and genres, from rock, funk, jazz and blues, as well as the Latin sounds of his
formative years, Kip conjures a distinctive meld of music. 

This album, four year in gestation, is the long-awaited follow up to Beautiful Scars, and once again sees Kip at the helm
of a large and impressive band of musicians (in order of appearance):
Dick Kondas (sound), Dafnis Prieto (drums, voice), Steve Swallow (bass), Alfredo Triff (violin), Milton Cardona (congas,
percussion), Kip Hanrahan (direction, percussion, voice), DD Jackson (piano), Pedrito Martinez (congas), Robby Ameen
(drums, percussion), Yosvanni Terry (percussion, sax), Horacio “El Negro” Hernandez (drums, percussion), John
Beasley (piano, keyboards), Brandon Ross (voice, guitar), Bryan Carrott (vibraphone), Andy Gonzalez (bass), John
Kilgore (sound), Fernando Saunders (voice, bass), Anthony Cox (bass), Mike Cain (piano), Xiomara Laugart (voice), Don
Byron (clarinet), Roberto Poveda (voice, guitar), Craig Handy (sax), Lysandro Arenas (piano), Lucy Penebaz (voice).

songs:
1 - Vida Sin Miel  (Dafnis Prieto); 2 - Gift (No Woman Knows) (Kip Hanrahan, Steve Swallow, Brandon Ross); 3 - Another
Autumn Forms (Kip Hanrahan, Steve Swallow); 4 - Como en Vietnam (Steve Swallow, Kip Hanrahan); 5 - No Baby (1)
(Steve Lacy); 6 - The Savage Dawn In Her Glance (Music and Autobiography) (Steve Swallow, Kip Hanrahan, Fernando
Saunders); 7 - Suenos da Vida Colonial (Kip Hanrahan, Steve Swallow, Roberto Poveda); 8 - Kuduro of Assassins and
Laughter (Horacio Hernandez, Kip Hanrahan); 9 - Obviously Spring (Evora) (Kip Hanrahan); 10 - You Play With The
Night With Your Fingertips (Kip Hanrahan, DD Jackson, Fernando Suanders); 11 - Unfinished Dawn (Kip Hanrahan); 12 -
At Home in the Night (Kip Hanrahan, Fernando Saunders); 13 - War News From Inside the City (Brandon Ross, Kip
Hanrahan); 14 - Shadow of the Unfinished Dawn (Kip Hanrahan); 15 - Unfinished Dusk (Kip Hanrahan); 16 - Clean
Charm Amongst Evil (Yosvanni Terry, Kip Hanrahan); 17 - Need (Brandon Ross, Kip Hanrahan); 18 - No Baby (2) 
(Steve Lacy)
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Label: Hat Hut Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HATO717
Barcode: 752156071723
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Albert Ayler - tenor saxophone
Donald Ayler - trumpet
Michel Samson - violin
William Folwell - double bass
Beaver Harris - drums

Stockholm, Berlin 1966

Albert Ayler Quintet

Albert Ayler's 1966 European tour produced several of the most inspired concerts of his sadly abbreviated career. Of the
surviving tapes from the tour, those from Berlin have been the most abused, while those from Stockholm are all but
unknown.This is the first release of these performances, in digitally remastered sound, to be approved by and officially
and legally licensed from the Ayler Estate and the copyright holders of these tapes. – John Litweiler

Albert Ayler’s two-week tour of Europe in November, 1966, most of it with that year’s annual “Newport in Europe”
package, was a high point of this great, tragic artist’s career. Now that his innovations have been so influential in
21st-century jazz, younger listeners may not feel the exhilarating impact that his music had at the time. The nightly
concerts featured a succession of stars – Dave Brubeck, Stan Getz, Illinois Jacquet, Max Roach, Sonny Rollins.
Following these main stream artists, the final act, the show’s only avant-garde act, blew away audiences with Ayler’s
gigantic tenor saxophone sound, the liberated unique sound of his group, its sweet-singing repertoire.
Wherever they played, said the Dutch violinist Michel Samson, the crowds went wild with delight, “almost like with the
Beatles.”
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Label: High Note
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HCD7227
Barcode: 632375722722
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Kenny Burrell - solo guitar

Tenderly

Kenny Burrell

KENNY BURRELL’S FIRST SOLO GUITAR ALBUM EVER
“I had been considering doing a solo recording and this seemed like the right time and place to do it.” – Kenny Burrell  
 
Beginning with his recording debut with Dizzy Gillespie on “Tin Tin Deo” and “Birk's Works” guitar master Kenny Burrell
has recorded well over 100 records as a leader and countless more as a sideman with the likes of Oscar Peterson, John
Coltrane, Frank Foster, Kenny Clarke and others.  Recorded live in concert, “Tenderly” features Kenny alone on stage in
a solo guitar recital with an array of instruments from which he selects to suit his concept of the music at hand.  Whether
he is swinging on a blues, caressing a ballad out of his six strings or stringing together garlands of songs into leisurely
medleys, Kenny Burrell remains one of the most popular and respected guitarists in the history of jazz. 

Tracks:  Tenderly • Remembering Wes • Autumn Leaves • Billie Holiday tribute Medley • A Child Is Born • What a
Wonderful World • Soulful Brothers • Ellingtonia Montage • Come On Blues • Recado Bossa Nova • Couplet Romantic •
Spring Can Really Hang You Up the Most • Be Yorself • Come Rain or Come Shine • Prelude No. 3: Butterflying
(excerpt)
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Label: High Note
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HCD7226
Barcode: 632375722623
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Joey DeFrancesco - organ
Rick Zunigar - guitar
Ramon Banda - drums & percussion

40

Joey Defrancesco

Joey DeFrancesco remains the most comprehensive jazz organ talent the world knows with the full spectrum of
orchestral sounds and registrations at his finger tips and unparallel musical sensibilities.  Year after year, Joey brings
new life to jazz organ a genre that he almost single-handedly re-defined and brought into the new millennium.  Joey's
latest for HighNote finds him celebrating a milestone in his life and career as he turns 40.  It is hard, therefore, to imagine
that Joey has been playing gigs for 30 years  taking his first job at the age of ten!  In rare form, Joey's original
compositions and cover tunes run the gamut from jaw-dropping virtuosity to funky R & B and tender ballads.  Hear why
Joey DeFrancesco has won the Down Beat Critics and Readers Poll as the top jazz organist every year since 2003. 
Happy Birthday, Joey!  Here's to the next forty years.

Tracks:  Donny's Tune • Ashley Blue • Gloria • One Hundred Ways • I've Got a Woman • V & G • Life is Good • Bluz 'n' 3
• Caruso
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Label: High Note
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HCD7230
Barcode: 632375723026
Format: 3 CD
Packaging: digipack

The Soulful Mr Newman

David 'Fathead' Newman

Specially-Priced 3-CD Set!

David 'Fathead' Newman had it all – power, subtlety, soul and swing.  Composer & master of all reed instruments, here is
the definitive David Newman collection featuring the best recordings from his HighNote years

Featuring David ‘Fathead’ Newman and the talents of Cedar Walton, Winard Harper, Curtis Fuller, Steve Nelson, Peter
Bernstein, John Hicks, Steve Turre, Peter Washington, Jimmy Cobb and others

TWENTY EIGHT TRACKS:  Amandla • As Time Goes By • Asia Beat • Autumn in New York • The Blessing • Chelsea
Bridge • Down in My Tears • Freedom Jazz Dance • Georgia on My Mind • Goldfinger • Invitation • It Had to be You •
Keep the Spirits Singing • Little Sonny's Tune • Lonesome Head • My Full House • Naima • New York State of Mind •
Pharoah's Gold • Shakabu • SKJ • Song for the New Man • Suki-Duki • Them That's Got (I Ain't Got Nothing Yet) •
Unchain My Heart • Unspeakable Times • What a Wonderful World • Willow Weep for Me
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Scorched, Seared & Smokin'
The Best of "The Mighty Burner"
Charles Earland

Specially-Priced 3-CD Set!

Charles Earland, known as 'The Mighty Burner' spent his happiest and most productive years at HighNote Records.  This
is the ultimate Charles Earland 3-CD retrospective.

Featuring Charles Earland and the talents of Eric Alexander, Najee, Carlos Garnett, Melvin Sparks, Irene Reid, Jim
Rotondi, Bernard Purdie, Bob DeVos and others.

TWENTY SIX TRACKS:  All My Tomorrows • Blowing the Blues Away • The Count is in the House • The Creation •
Dolphin Dance • Five Blind Mice • For the Love of You • Honky Tonk • I'm Walkin’ • Keep the Faith • Mercy, Mercy •
Milestones • Mr. Magic • More Today Than Yesterday • My Blues is Funky • My Favorite Things • One Eyed Man • Seven
of Nine • Seven Steps to Heaven • Sister Sadie • Stomp • Sugar • Sweet Love • Time of My Life • When Johnny Comes
Marching Home • Will You Love Me Tomorrow
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Organica
Solo Saxophones, Volume 2
David S. Ware

Every David S. Ware solo concert performance is a rare and magisterial happening. This happened twice in 2010 and
both concerts are presented here in their entirety. The first took place in March at an intimate, invite-only event in
Brooklyn; the second took place at the Umbrella Music Festival in Chicago in early November. [It was later in November
that Ware and group recorded Planetary Unknown (AUM068)]. 

This is the 2nd volume in a planned series of DSW solo recordings, and is printed in a strictly limited CD edition of 1000.
Further to his tenor, Ware recently added the sopranino (pitched one full octave above the alto) to his arsenal, and these
concerts were his public debut on the new horn. As Tim Niland wrote in his Music and More blog: "There is nothing
rushed here, the music is patient and distinguished, and Ware's beautiful golden tone, echoing the masters like Hawkins,
Coltrane and Rollins, shines like the light from a powerful star."

“Saxophonist David S. Ware’s unaccompanied performance at Elastic on November 5th left the deepest emotional
impression [of the Festival],” wrote DownBeat’s Aaron Cohen in his live review of the Chicago set. “His authoritative
delivery of bold, stark melodies was reassuringly familiar,” added Signal To Noise’s Bill Meyer in his own review of
Ware’s Umbrella Music Festival set, “but the tonality had an exotic Eastern quality. His music was absolutely complete,
both at the level of needing no accompaniment but also in the totality of the its emotional, spiritual and physical impact.”

“Ware’s playing is astonishing,” writes BBC Music’s Daniel Spicer, “pushing the limits of brain, fingers and equipment,
ideas rushing out in a stream of furious, liquid invention, with an almost superhuman precision. But there’s never any
sense that this is empty technique or showmanship. It’s the sound of an artist purposefully striving to be a better human.” 
“Ware is a genius at extrapolating from and recombining source material on the fly,” explains the Chicago Reader’s Peter
Margasak, “and even without written themes to work with he feverishly reshapes rapid-fire phrases, gnarled lines, and
arching cries—his mind as well as his fingers move with electric urgency.”
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Darius Jones - alto saxophone
Adam Lane - bass
Jason Nazary - drums

Big Gurl (Smell My Dream)

Darius Jones Trio

And now, this is alto saxophonist/composer Darius Jones’ highly anticipated second recording as a bandleader, and it
delivers in killin’ fashion.  Big Gurl (Smell My Dream) presents the next chapter of his ongoing “Man’ish Boy” series of
compositions introduced on Jones’ widely acclaimed debut, Man’ish Boy (A Raw & Beautiful Thing). Whereas the first
record was inspired by aspects of Jones’ early childhood in rural Virginia, Big Gurl (Smell My Dream) takes inspiration
from his years of study, experimentation and self-discovery at university where he began the search for his own voice.
Darius as jazz Gorky.

This album features his long-standing trio with young bright lights of the NYC music universe, bassist Adam Lane and
drummer Jazon Nazary; the trio fully owns this new book of Jones' indelible compositions. His gift for lyrical song shines
anew in the gorgeous "Michele Heart Willie" & "I Wish I Had A Choice"; his radical rearrangement of Strayhorn's "Take
the 'A' Train" and Jones' fully original "E-Gaz" are stunning for their ever-compelling forward momentum & invention; "My
Special D" showcases the trio's improvisational prowess developed over 3 years of playing together; "Ol' Metal-Faced
Bastard" is their homage to underground hip-hop and "Chasing The Ghost" from his debut is revisited with equal fervor
and even greater intensity.

“Big Gurl (Smell My Dream) continues the sonic tone poem of my life,” Darius Jones explains. “It focuses on my
experiences in Richmond, Virginia, which changed my life profoundly. Up until that point I had very few outside influences
other than my family and my own imagination. Once my family’s values and desires were no longer a daily influence, I
felt a sense of new found freedom. The freedom to develop without boundaries is the greatest gift to a young man
searching for his place in life. This album captures that mystical moment when I fell in love with music for the first time so
completely. It delves deeper into the concept of developing organically without the awareness of boundaries. It expresses
my love for underground hip-hop, soul, gospel, jazz, blues, rock and all things funky. Soul Power!”

“A superb listening experience that runs the gamut of human emotions .. Darius Jones' recording debut as a leader
turned out to be one of the jazz highlights of 2009. This sets the bar pretty high for the young saxophonist's next move.” 
–All Music Guide

“An alto saxophone player whose sound drips with passion .. the valedictory, elegiac "Forgive Me" sounds like a newly
found spiritual, with some of most beautiful sounds ever committed to disc.” 
–All About Jazz, John Sharpe
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Samuel Blaser - trombone
Marc Ducret - guitar
Banz Oester - bass
Gerald Cleaver - drums

Boundless

Samuel Blaser Quartet

Swiss trombonist Samuel Blaser’s tone, articulation and experimental technique have maintained a steady growth since
his impressive beginnings as a recording artist just a few short years ago. A young master of multiphonics, he is one of
the few artists who have decided to embrace the complex techniques pioneered by Mangelsdorff, albeit with a purity of
tone that few of his contemporaries can muster. Presenting his improvisational gifts and wide-ranging interests in 
the company of like-minded peers, Boundless is a lucid and compelling document of a rising artist whose singular path
shares few equals. – Troy Collins

also available:
KOB10046 Consort in Motion

"There is something positively celestial about Consort in Motion. It's like listening to a soundtrack of the workings of a
Jovian planetary system: a substantial mass in the middle (Samuel Blaser's trombone), orbiting moons and scatterings of
interplanetary debris (bass and drums); and flashes and sparkles twinkling off of space dust (piano), with things making
sense in the milieu of a sonic version of planetary physics...It is a spacious music, oddly majestic, revealing its beauty at
a measured, graceful pace." All About Jazz
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Complete Big Band Studio Sessions 1946-1960

Dizzy Gillespie

For the first time, this set gathers the complete Big Band studio sessions recorded by Dizzy Gillespie for seven different
labels between 1946 and 1960. The high definition remastering enables us to enjoy his verve and swing, leading a band
that included first rate artists like John Coltrane or Quincy Jones and revolutionised the very basis of large jazz groups’
musical arrangement and aesthetic.

CD1 Musicraft 1946 / Bluebird 1947 / Langworth 1945 / Bluebird 1945
CD2 Bluebird 1948 / Bluebird 1949 / Capitol 1949 / Capitol 1950
CD3 Verve 1954 / Verve 1955 / Discovery 1954
CD4 Verve 1955 / Verve 1956 / Discovery 1950 
CD5 Verve 1956 / Verve 1957
CD6 Verve 1957 / Norgran 1954
CD7 Verve 1960 
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The Complete Orchestral Suites 1931-1960

Duke Ellington

Edward Kennedy « Duke » Ellington was one of themost prolific artistes of the 20th Century, both as regards the output
of his compositions and their nature and style. He continued to innovate over a period ofmore than fifty years and
remains even today one of the greatest composers and conductors that theUSAhave offered to theworld. For the first
time, this set gathers the complete orchestral suites and includes detailed documentation about this cornerstone of the
jazz history.

Disc 1
01-02 Creole Rhapsody / 05-08 Reminiscing In Tempo / 09 Symphony In Black / 10-11 Diminuendo & Crescendo In Blue
/ 12-15 Black, Brown And Beige / 16-19 Perfume Suite
Disc 2
01-02 (A) New World A Comin’ / 03-06 Deep South Suite / 07-08 The Beautiful Indians / 09-10 Overture To A Jam
Session / 11-16 Liberian Suite 
Disc 3
01-02 The Symphomaniac / 04 A Tone Parallel To Harlem / 05-06 The Controversial Suite / 07 Newport Jazz Festival
Suite 
Disc 4
01 Diminuendo & Crescendo In Blue / 02-16 A Drum Is A Woman 
Disc 5
01-12 Such Sweet Thunder / 13-21 Nutcracker Suite / 22 Perfume Suite (Date With Duke) 
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Youn Sun Nah - vocals, kalimba, music box,
kazoo
Ulf Wakenius - guitars
Lars Danielsson - acoustic bass, cello
Xavier Desandre-Navarre - percussion

Same Girl Collector's Edition

Youn Sun Nah

Youn Sun Nah has experienced an amazing success story. In her home country Korea she is already a star, but over the
last 3 years Youn Sun Nah also took the European music world by storm. In France, her second home, she won the
prestigious “Prix Mimi Perrin du Jazz Vocal” award by the French Jazz Academy for Best International Vocalist 2010. In
the Fall of 2009, Youn Sun Nah was conferred the title “Chevalier dans l’ordre des Arts et des Lettres” for outstanding
achievements in the field of arts by the French Ministry of Culture. 

After the release of her second outing on ACT “Same Girl” in October 2010 the album stayed #1 for one month and was
among the top 10 for more than 40 weeks. The current climax of Youn Sun Nah’s incredible rise is the “ECHO Jazz
Award 2011”, Germans most important musicprize, which she took home in June 2011 for Best International Female
Vocalist of the Year. “There has not been something so brilliant, interesting and virtuosic in jazz singing for a long time”,
wrote leading German newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung and Jazzwise (UK) found out: “A wonderfully clear voice, with
superb melismatic control and dynamic poise. A welcome new presence on the
international jazz scene”.

Youn Sun Nah is able to build bridges in a truly unique way - bridges between Asia and Europe; between jazz, chanson
and pop; between the highest technical precision and extreme musical freedom; between minimalism and exuberance
and between the familiar and the unfamiliar. On “Same Girl” Youn Sun Nah explores and experiments with different
musical styles and genres. Whether she is singing the Great American Songbook classic “My Favorite Things”, Philippe
Sarde’s “La Chanson d’Hélène”, Sergio Mendes “Song Of No Regrets”, the Korean folk song “Kangwondo Arirang” or
even “Enter Sandman” by the heavy metal legends Metallica; despite all the variety it is still the same girl the audience
has come to know and love, surprising the listener with songs which break free from the usual stylistic constraints. Her
album embraces eleven fascinating interpretations of a very special kind, her distinctive voice building the framework for
her multi-faceted musical tastes. Styles and genres may change from tune to tune, but it is always the same girl you are
listening to: Youn Sun Nah.

The Collector’s Edition is released in celebration of her jazz triumph, and a thank you to all fans who have accompanied
her on her journey to success. Besides a video performance of “My Favorite Things”, Disc 2 contains four previously
unreleased songs, which were recorded during the “Voyage” and “Same Girl” sessions, including her interpretation of the
famous French chanson “Avec le Temps”.
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World Passion/New Era/Red Hail

Tigran Hamasyan

With a new album on the Verve label, and a recent gig at the QEH, London, Armenian pianist Tigran Hamasyan has
dropped his surname and is aiming for the big time!

In 2004 Tigran recorded an album called WORLD PASSION that became his debut release. The album features Ben
Wendel (sax), Francois Moutin (bass), Ari Hoenig (drums) and Rouben Harutyunyan (duduk, zurna), and was released in
March 2006 by Nocturne Records.

Later In 2006 Tigran won the 1st prize of Thelonious Monk Jazz Piano Competition and 2nd prize at Martial Solal Jazz
piano competition. A year later Tigran released another album called NEW ERA with Francois Moutin on bass, Louis
Moutin on drums and duduk player Vardan Grigoryan guested on two tracks. The trio toured extensively after the release
of the record.

In the summer of 2008 right before moving to New York, Tigran recorded a new album with his new band ARATTA
REBIRTH, that was released in February 2009 on Plus Loin. The album, RED HAIL, features Areni on voice, Ben
Wendel on wind instruments, Nate Wood on drums, Sam Minaie on bass and virtuoso guitarist Charles Altura guesting
on a few tracks. 

Now all three albums are released together on this specially-priced 3CD set. Each album is also available separately at
the normal dealer price of £8.98:
PL394    World Passion (826596003948)
PL4502  New Era (826596045023)
PL4510  Red Hail (794881915729)
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Happy Together

Brady Winterstein

Bireli Lagrene is famed for his youthful entry in to the music business, touring and recording by his early teens. For many
years Lagrene was accompanied on rhythm guitar by Hono Winterstein, and now Hono is providing accompaniment
again to another precociously talented prodigy, his own nephew Brady, aged 17.

Happy Together is the first album by the Brady Winterstein Trio (bassist Xavier Nicq being the third member), with
assorted guest invitees contributing violin, accordion etc. Indubitably Gypsy Jazz in style, the actual content of the album
ranges further afield taking in jazz standards, show tunes, The Beatles, the Theme from Mash and more. One element to
the fore throughout is the astonishing dexterity of Winterstein the Younger on the guitar. Another Lagrene in the making,
perchance?
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Denis Colin - bass clarinet
Philippe Sellam - alto & soprano saxophones
Fabrice Theuillon - baritone & soprano
saxophones
Sylvaine Hélary - flute & piccolo
Antoine Berjeaut - trumpet & flugelhorn
Benjamin Moussay - keyboards
Julien Omé - guitar
Stéphane Kerecki - bass
Thomas Grimmonprez - drums

Subject to Live

Denis Colin & La Société des Arpenteurs 

With his new Société des Arpenteurs (Surveyors' Club), Denis Colin seems to be at ease just as much in the groovy titles
as on more sombre, often haunting pieces. The group has just been on tour where they played with guest artists Jacques
Schwarz-Bart and Philippe Sellam, amongst others. Denis Colin has also brought other serious artists into this new
group, including Benjamin Moussay on Fender Rhodes, Julien Ormé, a terrific brass section… The Société taps into the
groove of "great black music" to offer compositions that blow across the French jazz scene like a diabolically stirring
wind. A unifying project and a superb album that retraces the best moments recorded live during the tour.

also available
2741735  Subject to Change
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Angelika Niescier - alto sax
Thomas Morgan - acoustic bass
Tyshawn Sorey - drums

Quite Simply

Angelika Niescier

We are dealing here with contrasts, with force fields and the flux of energy caused in the line-up. The combination of alto
saxophone, double bass and drums points to something basic.  Angelika Niescier explores the basics of creative power
and finds spaces which help her to explore her instrument.  The chance to have two like-minded masters in New York
who have similar sound visions as to form and content confronting her leads to a smart extension  of the game zone
putting Angelika into another ball park of improvisers.  
“Tyshawn I have  known for 1o years time, we met at a festival in Germany and kept contact. I think it was a Steve
Coleman concert where I met Thomas Morgan.  It was immediately evident that we should work together. We did a
couple of trio concerts and out of these moments the program of Quite Simply took shape that I streamlined for Thomas
and Tyshawn.” 

Angelika Niescier, born in Polish Sczcecin has been living in Germany since 1981 and went masterfully through the
academic system.  She has toured widely and played also with Jim Black and Steve Swallow. During the last ten years
she was accepted nationally and internationally which resulted in plenty of awards and scholarships,.the last one being
the JAZZ ECHO 2010, the most prestigious German jazz award.  
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Johannes Enders - tenor saxophone
Ed Howard - double bass
Sebastian Merk - drums

Mondvogel

Johannes Enders Trio

A new album and a new trio line up for the prolific German saxophonist, with American Bassist Ed Howard (Roy Haynes;
Clifford Jordan; Gary Thomas; Eddie Henderson) and the German drummer Sebastian Merk (Kalle Kalima; Michael
Wollny; Silke Eberhard).

The music soars aloft with a highly individualized tone, to become a gravitational force. Enders coaxes, cajoles, indulges,
yet whenever an idyll emerges he immediately roughs it up again, broadening the images in our minds. Glowing,
unloquacious, supreme emotion raises his playing miles above anything more run-of-the-mill and lends it relevance. This
intimate, slow-paced music is beautiful and becomes more beautiful all the time. It is new and yet it is as if it has always
been there.
Ulrich Steinmetzger (from the sleeve notes)
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Günter Baby Sommer - drums, percussion
Floros Floridis - alto saxophone, clarinet, bass
clarinet
Akira Ando - double bass

Melting Game

Gunter Baby Sommer New Trio

Günter Baby Sommer has always been a master of exactly performed and deeply felt imprecision. Rather frivolously, we
call it syncope to make it easier to grasp, but it is actually the pulse of life, the DNA of time, something that can never be
determined with any precision. You have to feel it, absorb it, carry it within yourself. A magic wand is a kind of aerial with
which you can receive the inconceivable. The drumstick is a radio station that serves to transmit the message. Sommer
seems to sing his rhythms, as they flow through him like redhot magma bursting up through a volcano from the earth’s
core. When he spreads his ritual patterns among drums, cymbal, gongs, and bells, we can still feel the heat of the
embers. It is not only percussionists who are drummers in the sense of magicians.
Charles Mingus played bass and piano, but wasn’t he really a drummer at heart? And what about Cecil Taylor, who
always regarded the piano as an ensemble of drums? Sommer is a natural percussionist, and thus per se a magician,
but he always ensures that he is surrounded by musicians who are also drummers, irrespective of the instrument they
actually play. Floros Florides is surely a drummer, even though he plays reeds. And Akira Ando drums on bass. Sommer,
Floridis, and Ando join together to play on one big drum.
The musicians playing on “Melting Game” – German, Greek, and Japanese – need no words to lift themselves far
beyond any idiom with their music. The magical aural pulse produced by Günter Baby Sommer, Floros Floridis, and Akira
Ando is concealed as a deep, unfathomable truth, but one that reveals itself to an attentive listener. For the best kind of
magic nowadays is sound, but only when it truly comes from within.
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Jorma Kalevi Louhivuori - trumpet, vocals, live
electronics
Olavi Louhivuori - drums
Antti Lötjönen - bass

Dreams Are True

Sun Trio

It has always been considered a mission for the Roman label:  to go around the world in search of young talent.  Among
the winning bets is, without reservation, the Finnish trio which has caused half of Europe to fall in love with it: the Sun
Trio, a group formed by trumpeter Jorma Kalevi Louhivuori, his brother drummer Olavi Louhivuori, and bass player Antti
Lötjönen. After a brilliant debut with the album "Time Is Now", the band returned to enchant with this new work entitled
"Dreams Are True". As in great Scandinavian tradition, the trio weaves varied and fascinating plots, always looking for
the perfect sound, but careful however not to sacrifice melody and lyricism in favor of experimentation. Sprinkle some
electronics, wise and never over the top, which offer unique colors to the varied and surprising canvas of the Sun Trio. 
With their power of awareness, the Louhivuori brothers  make this group a cosmopolitan one, opening new scenarios in a
language that, starting from the lessons of Northern European jazz, finds uniqueness in the mindfulness and awareness
that good music knows no barriers, much less genres.
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Giovanni Tommaso - bass
Gabriele Mirabassi - clarinet
Simone Zanchini - accordion

Bassoprofilo

Giovanni Tommaso

The fact that Giovanni Tommaso is one of the most important players in the history of Italian jazz needs no further
questioning.   This is true today, as it was in the past, confirming Tommaso as a fascinating, sensitive and amazing artist;
but the new "Bassoprofilo" goes right to the heart as the Tuscan bassist pens one of his most intriguing works. Together
with two unique talents such as clarinet player Gabriele Mirabassi and accordion player Simone Zanchini, Tommaso
moves within the territories of improvisation, melody and lyricism, in a journey that brings out his full talent as composer.

It is truly extraordinary to hear the creative play among the three artists, who are always surprising us as they explore
among the styles, genres and ideas with a simplicity that grasps and amazes the listener track by track.  A range of
colors and moods that give life to this new work released by CAM Jazz, and that makes this album one of the most
beautiful in recent years.
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Caribbean Roots

Various Artists

This collection brings together recordings of ten Black British and Caribbean poets. The selection illustrates a range of
experiences, emotions, styles and influences, reflecting both the culture of the Caribbean and life in Britain. The featured
poets all read their own work, in a mixture of studio recordings and electrifying live performances. This set is an essential
purchase for anybody interested in Black writing and poetry in performance in Britain today.

This 2-CD anthology comprises many of the most significant poets of Caribbean heritage to come to literary prominence
in the latter part of the twentieth century. It is in part a reconfiguration of some of the recordings first issued on cassette
by the British Library more than twenty years ago. For this expanded release, previously issued studio recordings by E A
Markham, David Dabydeen, Amryl Johnson, James Berry, John Agard and Benjamin Zephaniah, and a live set by Grace
Nichols, are joined by previously unissued recordings of live
performances by Linton Kwesi Johnson, Jean 'Binta' Breeze and Michael Smith.
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